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Abstract

To mitigate the effects of climate change, energy systems are becoming in-
creasingly reliant on renewable energy sources. Since these energy sources
are typically dependent on the prevailing weather, renewable energy systems
are susceptible to shortages during certain weather conditions. As renewable
sources become larger contributors to the energy mix, the risks associated
with these shortages, referred to as energy droughts, increase. Techniques are
therefore required that can help policymakers to understand and mitigate the
impacts associated with energy droughts. In this paper, two standardised in-
dices are introduced to monitor droughts in renewable energy systems. The
indices incorporate energy demand and renewable energy production, and
constitute analogues to the standardised precipitation index (SPI) and stan-
dardised precipitation evapotranspiration index (SPEI), two indices regularly
employed operationally to monitor meteorological droughts. The indices are
straightforward to construct, can be defined on any timescale, and facilitate
comparisons between regions with different climates and installed capacities.
We demonstrate how the standardised energy indices proposed herein can be
used to define renewable energy droughts, and illustrate the practical utility
of these indices in an application to reconstructed time series of electricity
demand and wind and solar power generation across Europe.
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standardised indices

1. Introduction1

To mitigate the effects of climate change, energy systems are becoming2

increasingly reliant on renewable energy sources. While renewable sources3

provide a sustainable alternative to depleting fossil fuels, their introduction4

into energy mixes raises difficult questions for policymakers: What propor-5

tion of energy demand should be supplied by renewable sources? What is6

the optimal balance between different renewable sources, such as wind, solar7

and hydro power? Should we devote more resources to developing technology8

to store renewable energy? Does this outweigh the benefits of increasing our9

installed capacity? These questions are difficult to answer, especially because10

energy production from renewable sources typically depends heavily on the11

prevailing weather. Balancing supply and demand in renewable energy sys-12

tems therefore becomes challenging, since certain weather conditions could13

result in simultaneously low renewable energy production and high energy14

demand, leading to shortages in the system (von Bremen, 2010; van der Wiel15

et al., 2019; Otero et al., 2022a).16

Policymakers face the crucial task of designing energy systems that are17

simultaneously sustainable and resistant to shortages. As renewable sources18

become larger contributors to the energy mix, the risks associated with these19

shortages increase. Methodological tools are therefore required that permit20

a greater understanding of the risks associated with renewable energy short-21

ages. Policymakers could use these tools to run experiments that analyse how22

different energy mix configurations affect the occurrence and severity of en-23

ergy shortages. This would help to answer the above questions related to the24

diversification, storage, and sharing of renewable energy, thereby improving25

the effectiveness of renewable energy systems.26

The availability of such tools is currently limited. Raynaud et al. (2018)27

term shortages in renewable energy systems “energy droughts”, acknowledg-28

ing the similarity between shortages in energy systems and the classical no-29

tion of a meteorological drought. The impacts associated with meteorological30

droughts are well-documented, and several established procedures exist to31

help mitigate these impacts. These procedures could similarly be employed32

to minimise the risks of energy droughts. For example, most National Mete-33

orological and Hydrological Services maintain drought monitoring systems,34
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which identify when a drought is likely to occur, before relaying this infor-35

mation to the relevant authorities so that appropriate action can be taken36

(Hayes et al., 2011). As the impacts associated with energy droughts be-37

come more severe, analogous systems to monitor energy droughts become38

more appealing.39

Recent studies have suggested analysing energy droughts using methods40

commonly applied to meteorological droughts (see e.g. Ohlendorf and Schill,41

2020; Jurasz et al., 2021; Otero et al., 2022b). In this paper, we demonstrate42

how the standard definition of meteorological droughts can be leveraged when43

studying energy droughts in renewable energy systems, and we highlight the44

utility of this approach to policymakers when deciding how to design an45

effective, sustainable energy system.46

Meteorological droughts are typically defined in terms of two well-established47

standardised indices: the standardised precipitation index (SPI) of McKee48

et al. (1993), and the standardised precipitation-evapotranspiration index49

(SPEI) introduced more recently by Vicente-Serrano et al. (2010). The SPI50

is a standardised measure of the precipitation at a location, while the SPEI51

additionally incorporates evapotranspiration. These indices are commonly52

used for the operational monitoring of droughts, and the World Meteorologi-53

cal Organisation even encouraged all National Meteorological and Hydrolog-54

ical Services around the world to define meteorological droughts in terms of55

these standardised indices (Hayes et al., 2011). We demonstrate that stan-56

dardised indices can similarly be used to define and monitor droughts in57

renewable energy systems.58

Defining droughts in terms of standardised indices has several benefits.59

The indices are defined on a common scale, and are thus easy to interpret.60

This standardised scale also has an underlying probabilistic interpretation,61

making the indices ideal for risk management and decision-making. Since62

the standardisation can be performed separately for different seasons and63

locations, droughts can be defined in a relative sense, facilitating comparisons64

between droughts in regions with different climates and installed capacities.65

As summarised by Zargar et al. (2011), standardised drought indices provide66

a “pragmatic way to assimilate large amounts of data into a quantitative67

information that can be used in applications such as drought forecasting,68

declaring drought levels, contingency planning and impact assessment.”69

The approach used to construct the SPI and SPEI can readily be applied70

to other variables. In this paper, we introduce a standardised renewable71

energy production index (SREPI) and a standardised residual load index72
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(SRLI). The SREPI considers only the renewable energy production, whereas73

the SRLI is defined in terms of the residual load, i.e. the difference between74

energy demand and renewable energy production. Just as meteorological75

droughts are defined in terms of the SPI and SPEI, we demonstrate how the76

standardised energy indices introduced herein can be used to define energy77

production and supply droughts.78

To our knowledge, this is the first application of standardised drought79

indices in an energy context. The indices introduced herein can be calcu-80

lated using the SEI package in R, which is available at https://github.com/81

noeliaof/SEI. The standardised energy indices are introduced in the follow-82

ing section, and Section 3 describes how these indices can be used to define83

energy droughts. We discuss the advantages of this approach, and compare84

it to alternative definitions of energy droughts that have been proposed in85

the literature. In Section 4, these indices are applied to reconstructed energy86

demand and wind and solar production data in several European countries,87

thereby demonstrating how these indices can be used in practice. We ex-88

amine how the occurrence and severity of an energy drought is affected by89

the configuration of the energy system, including the mixing of different re-90

newable sources, and our ability to store renewable energy. A conclusion is91

presented in Section 5.92

2. Standardised energy indices93

In this section, we introduce two standardised indices that can be used to94

monitor energy droughts. The indices can be thought of as renewable energy-95

based analogues to the SPI and SPEI, and are constructed using the same96

methodology. This approach has been used to define standardised indices97

corresponding to several hydro-meteorological processes, such as tempera-98

ture (Zscheischler et al., 2014), soil moisture (Hao and AghaKouchak, 2013),99

streamflow (Zaidman et al., 2002; Vicente-Serrano et al., 2012), and com-100

pound hot and dry conditions (Li et al., 2021). To construct the indices, we101

assume that there exists a time series of previous values of the renewable en-102

ergy production, P1, . . . , Pn, and the corresponding residual load, L1, . . . , Ln.103

The observations could be on any timescale that is of interest. While the SPI104

and SPEI are most commonly defined on a monthly basis, we anticipate that105

shorter timescales (hourly or daily) will be most useful when constructing106

standardised indices for the planning and maintenance of energy systems.107
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The general approach to define standardised indices begins by estimating108

the cumulative distribution function (CDF) corresponding to these previously109

observed values, which we label FP for the production and FL for the residual110

load. The estimated CDF is then used to transform the observations onto111

a standardised scale. If the renewable energy production observations arise112

according to the distribution FP , then the probability integral transform113

(PIT) values FP (P1), . . . , FP (Pn) should constitute a sample from a uniform114

distribution between zero and one. The same is true for the residual load.115

While these PIT values could themselves be used as standardised indices,116

it is more common to further transform the PIT values using the quantile117

function of the standard normal distribution, Φ−1, to obtain indices that118

resemble a sample from the standard normal distribution.119

We define the standardised renewable energy production index (SREPI)120

corresponding to an observation of renewable energy production Pt as121

SREPI(Pt) = Φ−1 (FP (Pt)) . (1)

Similarly, the standardised residual load index (SRLI) at time t is defined as122

SRLI(Lt) = Φ−1 (FL(Lt)) . (2)

To estimate the CDFs FP and FL, we could assume that the renewable123

energy production and residual load observations have been drawn from a124

certain parametric family of statistical distributions: the SPI, for example,125

assumes precipitation follows a Gamma distribution (McKee et al., 1993),126

while the SPEI employs a log-logistic distribution (Vicente-Serrano et al.,127

2010). The parameters of the chosen distribution could then be estimated128

from the previous observations. However, simple parametric families may not129

be flexible enough to model the distribution of the energy variables under130

consideration, which are governed by complex dynamical, physiological, and131

socioeconomic factors.132

As an alternative, if a sufficiently long time series of observations is avail-133

able, then it is straightforward to estimate the CDF directly from the obser-134

vations. That is, FP and FL can be estimated using the empirical distribution135

function defined by the observations:136

FP (Pt) =
1

n+ 2

[
1 +

n∑
i=1

1{Pi ≤ Pt}

]
;
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137

FL(Lt) =
1

n+ 2

[
1 +

n∑
i=1

1{Li ≤ Lt}

]
,

where 1 is the indicator function, equal to one if the argument inside the curly138

brackets is true and zero otherwise. The terms inside the square brackets are139

simply the ranks of Pt among P1, . . . , Pn, and Lt among L1, . . . , Ln. The140

empirical CDFs are constructed such that they are never equal to zero or141

one, in which case the standardised indices would not be well-defined. A high142

index corresponds to an observation that is large relative to the previously143

observed data, while a low index suggests the observation is small relative to144

the historical archive.145

One benefit of using the empirical distribution function within Equations146

1 and 2 is that the indices do not make any distributional assumptions about147

the production and residual load, which would need to be verified at all148

locations and time periods for which the index is calculated. However, the149

resulting indices will only take on a finite number (n) of possible values. If n,150

the number of past observations from which the index is calculated, is large,151

then this will not be an issue in practice. We argue that at least n = 100152

previous observations are required to define the standardised indices using153

the empirical distribution. For hourly data, this is just a few days; for daily154

data, a few months. This is decreased further if we aggregate data across155

several locations.156

If fewer than 100 observations are available, then the CDFs FP and FL157

could be estimated using parametric distributions, or more flexible semi-158

parametric methods, such as kernel density estimation (e.g. Wilks, 2019).159

Potential parametric distributions that could be used to construct the SREPI160

and SRLI are analysed in the appendix.161

3. Energy droughts162

3.1. Defining droughts using standardised indices163

Just as the SPI and SPEI are used operationally to define meteorologi-164

cal droughts, the SREPI and SRLI provide appealing definitions of energy165

droughts. A shortage in the renewable energy system could occur due to166

low values of the renewable energy production, or high values of the residual167

load. Hence, energy droughts should correspond to low values of the SREPI168

or high values of the SRLI.169
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Category Production drought Supply drought Probability

Moderate -1.64 < SREPI ≤ -1.28 1.28≤ SRLI < 1.64 0.050

Severe -1.96 <SREPI ≤ -1.64 1.64 ≤ SRLI< 1.96 0.025

Extreme SREPI ≤ -1.96 1.96≤ SRLI 0.025

Table 1: Definitions of energy production droughts and energy supply droughts in terms
of the SREPI and SRLI, respectively. The probability that each index will be in each
interval at a randomly chosen time is also listed.

We therefore follow Raynaud et al. (2018) and introduce two separate170

types of energy drought. We say that an energy production drought occurs171

if the SREPI falls below -1.28, while an energy supply drought occurs if the172

SRLI exceeds 1.28. The threshold 1.28 corresponds to the 90th percentile173

of a standard normal distribution, meaning there is a 10% probability that174

the standardised indices will exceed this value at a randomly selected time.175

Higher thresholds could also be employed if we wanted energy droughts to176

occur with a higher baseline probability.177

The value of the index provides a measure of the intensity of an en-178

ergy drought. Following the definition of meteorological droughts given in179

McKee et al. (1993), the intensity at a given time can be classified into differ-180

ent categories, with each category corresponding to an increasingly extreme181

threshold of the indices (Otero et al., 2022b). Table 1 presents an example182

whereby energy droughts are classified into moderate, severe, and extreme183

droughts using the 90th (1.28), 95th (1.64), and 97.5th (1.96) percentiles of184

the standard normal distribution. Since the droughts are defined in terms of185

quantiles of the standard normal distribution, we can immediately calculate186

the probability that each category of drought will occur.187

It is more common to employ the thresholds 1, 1.5, and 2 when classifying188

meteorological droughts, rather than 1.28, 1.64, and 1.96. These thresholds189

are typically selected for practical convenience. We argue that it is more190

intuitive for the drought thresholds to correspond to quantiles of the standard191

normal distribution since this gives the drought definitions a more explicit192

probabilistic interpretation.193

Energy droughts could last for just one unit of time, or for longer if194

the index satisfies the relevant criteria at successive time points. For the195

SPI and SPEI, the definition of a meteorological drought is often extended196
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so that the drought does not end when the index no longer exceeds the197

relevant threshold, but instead continues until the index changes sign. This198

accounts for instances where the index fluctuates around the threshold of199

interest, classing this as one persistent drought event rather than several200

small droughts. A similar convention could be adopted when defining energy201

droughts, though since energy droughts will typically be on shorter timescales202

than meteorological droughts, we anticipate that this will not be as useful.203

We have outlined here the general framework that has been widely adopted204

to define meteorological droughts. However, practitioners need not need re-205

strict themselves to this exact set up. While we define moderate, severe, and206

extreme droughts using the 90th, 95th, and 97.5th percentiles of the standard207

normal distribution, they could also be defined using alternative quantiles:208

an extreme drought could be defined using the 99th percentile (2.33) rather209

than the 97.5th percentile, for example. Alternatively, a fourth category of210

energy droughts could be defined that is rarer than an extreme drought. The211

exact specifications of the droughts should depend on the problem at hand.212

Figure 1: Example of an energy supply drought in Germany, December 2019. The drought
begins when the SRLI first exceeds 1.28 (December 27th), and ends when the index falls
below 1.28 (December 30th). The duration of the drought is therefore three days. The
coloured regions represent the intensity of the drought at each time point: a moderate
event is yellow, a severe event is orange, an extreme event is red. The magnitude of the
drought is 5.12, equal to the sum of the three vertical grey lines during the drought (with
values 1.57, 1.77, and 1.78).
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3.2. Defining droughts using fixed thresholds213

If the SREPI falls below the threshold -1.28, then the corresponding re-214

newable energy production is less than the 10th percentile of the previously215

observed production values. Likewise, if the SRLI exceeds the threshold 1.28,216

then the residual load is larger than the 90th percentile of the previously ob-217

served load values. Hence, defining energy droughts in terms of standardised218

indices is equivalent to defining droughts in terms of quantiles of previously219

observed values. This is analogous to how energy droughts are defined in220

Otero et al. (2022b).221

Raynaud et al. (2018) define an energy drought as the exceedance of a222

fixed, pre-specified threshold of the production or residual load, not necessar-223

ily equal to a quantile of the previously observed values. This more general224

definition is useful when policymakers have a specific target in mind for how225

much energy they want renewable sources to contribute. For example, if226

policymakers decide that renewable sources should supply at least 100GWh227

of energy to the national energy mix, then it makes sense to define energy228

production droughts as instances where renewable energy production falls229

below this threshold.230

By using a fixed threshold, energy droughts will also be less likely to occur231

in regions with high installed capacities or favourable climates for generating232

renewable energy. This is in contrast to quantile-based definitions, which are233

constructed such that the probability of an energy drought is the same at all234

regions of interest, regardless of their climates and installed capacities. On235

the one hand, one could argue that droughts should occur less frequently at236

locations with higher installed capacities, making an absolute definition of237

an energy drought appealing; on the other hand, one could argue that energy238

droughts will be most impactful when the observed production or residual239

load differs from what we expect to occur, since policymakers tend to base240

their decisions on what they have previously observed. In this latter case,241

it is desirable to define droughts in a relative sense. Droughts defined in242

a relative sense also have meaningful probabilistic interpretations, making243

them particularly useful for decision making.244

Both types of definition will be useful in different contexts. Importantly,245

both can be applied alongside standardised indices. For example, suppose246

an energy production drought is defined as when the renewable energy pro-247

duction Pt falls below a threshold tP . We can convert this threshold to the248

standardised scale by applying the same transformation used to construct249

the indices, Φ−1(F̂P (tP )). The same is true for residual load. We can then250
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plot this transformed threshold on the standardised scale alongside the time251

series of standardised indices. The position of the threshold would change252

depending on the distribution of production or load values at each time and253

region of interest, providing an alternative perspective regarding how extreme254

the threshold is in relation to the previously observed production or residual255

load values at each time and region.256

In this sense, the standardised indices transform the production and resid-257

ual load to a common, probabilistically meaningful scale. While this allows258

droughts to be defined in terms of fixed thresholds on the standardised scale,259

as in Table 1, the indices can additionally be employed alongside alternative260

definitions of energy indices.261

3.3. Drought characteristics262

Using the criteria in Table 1, we define a drought as one or more con-263

secutive days in a drought state. These droughts have a fixed start and end264

time, which can easily be deduced from the time series of index values. The265

duration of a drought is defined as the difference between these times.266

We can also assess a drought’s magnitude by considering the values of267

the index whilst the drought transpires. If a drought begins at time t and268

persists until time t+D, for some duration D, then the drought magnitude269

(DM) is defined as270

DM =
t+D−1∑
j=t

|Ij|, (3)

where I is the standardised index under consideration, and |Ij| is the absolute271

value of this index at time j (McKee et al., 1993).272

The drought magnitude must be larger than the threshold used to define273

an energy drought, 1.28 for example, but has no upper limit. The larger274

the magnitude, the more severe the energy drought. While the intensity275

of a drought corresponds to how large the standardised index is at a given276

time, the drought magnitude additionally incorporates the drought’s dura-277

tion, recognising that longer droughts will typically be more impactful.278

The drought magnitude can be computed for droughts defined in terms of279

a quantile-based threshold, as in Table 1, or a fixed threshold, as in Raynaud280

et al. (2018). The drought magnitude can then be compared for different281

locations, which is difficult to accomplish without standardisation.282

The magnitude of the drought will depend on the timescale of interest:283

shorter timescales should have a stronger temporal dependence, meaning284
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more consecutive observations are defined as within a drought, leading to285

higher magnitudes. To compare drought magnitudes on different timescales,286

we can divide DM by the timescale of the data; for example, to compare an287

hourly energy drought that lasts 24 hours to a daily energy drought that lasts288

one day, we can divide the hourly DM by 24. Alternatively, we could divide289

the magnitude by the duration of the drought, D, which would provide us290

with the average drought intensity per time unit. This provides a continuous291

alternative to the categories of drought intensity in Table 1. However, this292

would neglect the duration of the drought: an energy supply drought that293

lasts for ten days with average SRLI value 1.5, would be seen as less severe294

than a drought that lasts two days with average intensity 2, for example.295

3.4. Influence of past data on the drought definition296

Energy droughts defined using Table 1 correspond to production or resid-297

ual load values that are extreme relative to previously observed values. These298

previously observed values are the time series P1, . . . , Pn and L1, . . . , Ln used299

to construct the standardised indices in Section 2. An important question is300

how to choose these time series; we do not need to use all available data, and301

the data we use will change the interpretation of the resulting droughts.302

For example, by restricting attention to historical observations in sum-303

mer, say, when calculating the indices, droughts can be interpreted as peri-304

ods where the production or residual load is extreme compared to previous305

summers. If we use historical observations that span the whole year, then306

the definition of an energy drought would remain fixed over the year. Both307

definitions would be important for grid planning and operation in different308

contexts.309

How should we select an appropriate subset of the historical data on310

which to calculate the indices? The answer depends on what policymakers311

want to achieve by analysing energy droughts. In regions where renewable312

energy production is very seasonal, if the standardised indices are built using313

data spanning the whole year, then droughts will cluster in the season where314

production is lowest. While this may be useful in some contexts, it may315

be more informative to use a seasonal or adaptive definition of an energy316

drought in this region. This could be achieved by stratifying the data into317

different seasons, or by using moving windows to construct the standardised318

indices.319

Defining droughts using moving windows would also help to account for320

heterogeneity in the data due to a continually increasing number of renewable321
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energy plants. The moving window would adjust itself over time to account322

for changes in renewable energy production and load. This heterogeneity323

could also be avoided by using long time series of data from a fixed production324

system, such as those derived from climate model simulations (e.g. Raynaud325

et al., 2018). This would additionally allow us to analyse energy droughts in326

different climate scenarios, since the standardised indices could be applied to327

the output from future climate projections. Doing so could provide valuable328

information regarding climate-driven changes in the energy sector.329

The definition of an energy drought can be also be varied by stratifying330

the data from different locations: the standardised indices could be defined331

using observations at specific renewable energy plants, or by aggregating over332

several plants within a region. In the former case, the corresponding energy333

droughts will be defined on a local scale, whereas in the latter case, a drought334

will be an event that is extreme relative to the entire region.335

Defining energy droughts using different data for different time periods336

and spatial regions is equivalent to employing a threshold of production or337

residual load that changes over time and space. By defining droughts in338

terms of standardised indices, the thresholds can be inferred directly from339

the data, rather than having to be specified manually. The interpretation of340

the resulting droughts will also be equivalent for all time periods and spa-341

tial regions, making the framework particularly convenient for comparative342

analyses of energy droughts.343

4. Case study344

4.1. Data345

To demonstrate how these standardised indices can be implemented in346

practice, they are applied to time series of renewable energy production and347

residual load. The time series used here have been reconstructed from ERA5348

reanalysis data (Hersbach et al., 2018) between 1979 and 2019, and are pub-349

licly accessible from the Reading Research and Data Repository (https:350

//researchdata.reading.ac.uk/273/); see Bloomfield et al. (2020) for de-351

tails on how the data has been reconstructed. Hourly data is available for 27352

countries across Europe, and we assume here that resources are not shared353

between the different countries. Further work could additionally discuss the354

sensitivity of the droughts to sharing between neighbouring countries, as in355

Otero et al. (2022a).356
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The time series of renewable energy production incorporates wind and357

solar power generation. It is assumed throughout that the installed wind358

and solar capacities are equal to those from 2017, since national installed359

capacities are readily available for this year. These installed capacities are360

available in the appendix. Although we use the installed capacities from361

2017, the introduction of these standardised indices provides a convenient362

framework with which to study the sensitivity of these results to the installed363

capacity in the future.364

The residual load is calculated by subtracting the wind and solar produc-365

tion from a time series of energy demand. The energy demand was estimated366

using a linear regression model, trained using data from 2016 and 2017, for367

which records of electricity demand are available from the ENTSO-E trans-368

parency platform (ENTSO-E, 2019). The linear regression model includes369

weather-dependent covariates, such as 2-metre temperature and the number370

of heating and cooling degree days, to estimate the energy demand. Further371

details of the data used herein, as well as the configuration of the regression372

model, are available in Bloomfield et al. (2020) and Otero et al. (2022b).373

4.2. Results374

4.2.1. Standardised energy indices375

An example time series of the raw renewable energy production and resid-376

ual load, as well as the corresponding SREPI and SRLI values, is displayed377

in Figure 2 for Spain during the time period 2010 to 2020. The index has378

been computed over hourly, daily, and weekly timescales, with the longer379

timescales clearly removing the short-term fluctuations in the time series of380

both the raw data and the standardised indices.381

While different countries have markedly different installed wind and solar382

capacities (see Figure B.12), leading to different scales of renewable energy383

production, the indices are able to account for the differing capacities, pro-384

viding a common scale to analyse. Nonetheless, the important information is385

still present from the time series of the indices. For example, it is clear to see386

that the SREPI is very seasonal, with higher renewable energy production387

indices likely to occur in winter, whereas the SRLI indices exhibit consider-388

ably less seasonal variation. For concision, all further analysis considers only389

the daily SREPI and SRLI indices, though we note that all results could be390

similarly presented for indices defined on other timescales.391

Figure 3 shows histograms of the raw renewable energy production and392

residual load values for Norway, compared to histograms of the corresponding393
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Figure 2: Time series of Spain’s renewable energy production (REP) and residual load
(RL), and the corresponding standardised indices, between 2010 and 2020. Time series
are shown at hourly, daily, and weekly timescales.
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Figure 3: Histograms of Norway’s daily renewable energy production (REP) and residual
load (RL), as well as histograms of the corresponding standardised indices. The index
assigned to each value of the production and residual load is also shown for this country.

daily SREPI and SRLI values. Figure 3 also displays the index assigned to394

a range of renewable energy production and residual load values. Clearly,395

the distribution of the raw values is rather irregular, and will change for396

all countries under consideration. The standardised indices, on the other397

hand, both closely resemble a standard normal distribution. This is the case398

for all countries, providing a common scale that allows for global definitions399

of energy droughts with a clear probabilistic interpretation. Additionally,400

the irregularity of the distributions in Figure 3 is not easily modelled using401

parametric families of statistical distributions (see appendix), highlighting402

the benefit provided by the more flexible empirical distribution function in403

data rich settings.404

While energy droughts can be defined in terms of either the SREPI or405

the SRLI, the two indices provide complementary information. Nonetheless,406

in countries with a high installed capacity, the SREPI and SRLI should407

be strongly associated, since high residual loads will often be a result of408

low renewable energy production. On the other hand, if energy demand is409

exceptionally high relative to the renewable energy production, then the two410

indices could behave very differently. To illustrate the association between411

the droughts indices, Figure 4 displays the correlation between the SREPI412
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and SRLI in each country. There is typically strong negative correlation413

between the two indices: as the SREPI decreasesat a given time decreases,414

the corresponding SRLI increases, as expected. This is particularly pertinent415

in countries with high installed capacities, such as Germany.416

4.2.2. Energy droughts417

Section 3 describes how the standardised energy indices can be used to de-418

fine energy production and energy supply droughts. For the data considered419

here, Figure 5 displays the average number of droughts that occur each year420

in the 27 European countries for the extended summer months (AMJJAS)421

and extended winter months (ONDJFM).422

Production droughts typically occur more frequently in summer for coun-423

tries that have a higher installed wind capacity than solar capacity, with wind424

expected to dominate in winter and solar in summer. The opposite is true for425

countries such as the Czech Republic (CR), Slovakia (Sva), Slovenia (Sve),426

and Switzerland (Swi), all of which have low wind capacities in comparison427

to their solar capacities. Supply droughts occur with a higher frequency428

in winter in almost all countries, reflecting that energy demand is typically429

considerably higher in winter than in summer. For countries with warmer430

climates, such as Italy and Spain, energy supply droughts are relatively more431

frequent in summer than other countries, due to an increase in summer en-432

Figure 4: Pearson’s correlation between the SREPI and SRLI in each country. Grey areas
represent countries that were not considered in this study.
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ergy demand for cooling.433

Figure 6 presents the corresponding distribution of the drought duration434

(in days) for Germany, Norway, and Spain, three countries with varying435

climates and installed capacities. The annual demand, wind production, and436

solar production patterns are displayed for these three countries in Figure437

B.13. While energy production droughts tend to occur more frequently than438

energy supply droughts, they persist for less time. The reason for this is439

the weaker seasonal cycle in renewable energy production, which leads to440

the SRLI exhibiting a stronger temporal dependence than the SREPI. This441

is particularly the case in Norway, where the 2017 installed wind and solar442

capacity is very small compared to the energy demand. The residual load443

is therefore dominated by the strong seasonality of the energy demand. As444

discussed, in these cases, practitioners may find it more useful to define445

energy droughts seasonally rather than annually.446

Figure 6 additionally contains the distribution of the drought magnitude447

for these three countries. The magnitude of a drought is strongly linked448

to its duration, and this is evident in Figure 6. Since Norway has longer-449

lasting supply drought, the magnitude of these droughts is also larger than450

in other countries. Since Germany has a much larger installed capacity, its451

production and supply droughts behave very similarly, and both have much452

lower magnitude than energy droughts in Norway. This is also the case for453

Spain.454

More intense droughts are of particular interest to policymakers, and455

Figure 7 displays the duration and magnitude of droughts classed as severe456

and extreme in Table 1, i.e. when using a higher threshold of the standardised457

indices to define energy droughts. The criterion for a drought to occur is458

stronger, and the resulting droughts therefore occur less frequently and with459

less persistence. The magnitude of the energy supply droughts are also lower460

than when a moderate threshold is considered, though the lower duration of461

the severe energy production droughts appears to be counteracted by their462

increased intensity.463

4.2.3. Mixing renewable energy sources464

In this section, we investigate the effect of the energy mix configuration465

on the occurrence and magnitude of energy droughts. For example, policy-466

makers may be interested in determining whether a renewable energy system467

could be made more robust by diversifying its sources of energy. Several468

studies have suggested that this is the case (e.g. Raynaud et al., 2018; Gan-469
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Figure 5: Average number of energy production and energy supply droughts per year in
each country. The frequency is divided into the proportion of droughts expected to occur
in extended winter and summer seasons. Country codes can be found in Table A.2.

gopadhyay et al., 2022).470

In this study, it is assumed that wind and solar power are the only two471

renewable energy sources. We fix the total installed capacities in each coun-472

try at their 2017 values, and vary the ratio of installed capacity supplied by473

wind and solar power. We assume a constant efficiency of the energy sys-474

tem, so that doubling the installed wind capacity will double the amount of475

wind power; this simplifies the interpretation of the results, but it would be476

straightforward to perform the analysis without this assumption.477

Since the installed capacity is directly linked to the renewable energy pro-478

duction, we focus here on energy production droughts. Droughts are defined479

relative to the 2017 installed capacities. That is, the historical renewable480

energy production values used to define the SREPI are those calculated us-481

ing the current (2017) installed capacities. We then compute the renewable482
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(a) Germany (b) Norway (c) Spain

Figure 6: Survival functions of the duration and magitude of energy production and supply
droughts in Germany, Norway, and Spain. The frequency on the y-axis is the proportion
of droughts that persist for longer than the number of days on the x-axis, respectively the
proportion of droughts whose magnitude is larger than the magnitude on the x-axis.

energy production that would be obtained for different configurations of the483

energy mix, and calculate the corresponding SREPI values. This allows484

us to analyse how the characteristics of droughts would change in relation485

to our current energy system, which we argue is most relevant for policy-486

makers. We consider 11 different cases, where wind capacity contributes487

0%, 10%, 20%, . . . , 100% of the total installed capacity.488

Figure 8 displays a daily time series of the SREPI in Portugal in 2019 for489

three of these 11 scenarios. The first assumes that all renewable energy is490

wind energy, which is relatively similar to the 2017 configuration in Portugal,491

the second scenario assumes that only solar power is available, while the third492

assumes that there is an even balance between wind and solar power. The493

SREPI is highly variable when only wind is used in the energy mix. If only494

solar is used, then the production follows a much more predictable pattern,495

with higher values in summer and lower values in winter. However, this496

regularity comes at the expense of production, with the SREPI failing to497

exceed 0.7 throughout the year.498

The scenario with 50% wind capacity and 50% solar capacity provides a499

compromise between the two. The production is larger than when only solar500

power is available, but, compared to when only wind power is available, the501
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variation in the production has been significantly reduced. Moreover, the502

risks of energy production droughts have significantly decreased: the SREPI503

is in a drought state on two days in 2019, compared with 32 days and 26 days504

when the energy system only uses wind or solar power, respectively. Similar505

results are seen for other years.506

Figure 9 displays the proportion of days in an energy production drought507

over the 41 year period as the ratio of wind to solar installed capacities508

changes in each country. The crosses in Figure 9 represent the 2017 installed509

capacities, for which a drought should occur 10% of the time by definition.510

Energy production droughts tend to be most frequent when solar is the dom-511

inating source of renewable energy, though depending solely on wind power512

is also sub-optimal in most countries. Mixing wind and solar power generally513

reduces the occurrence of energy droughts.514

While most countries have a much larger proportion of wind capacity515

than solar capacity, Figure 9 demonstrates that most countries could reduce516

the occurrence of energy droughts by switching to a configuration that has a517

more even balance between wind and solar power. In Austria, for example,518

roughly 70% of the wind and solar capacity is wind capacity, whereas Figure519

(a) Germany (b) Norway (c) Spain

Figure 7: As in Figure 6 for energy droughts that are severe or extreme.
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(a) Only wind (b) Only solar (c) 50/50 wind and solar

Figure 8: SREPI in Portugal in 2019 for energy systems with different proportions of wind
and solar capacities. The total installed capacity is the same in all cases.

9 suggests that a more reliable energy system would be obtained if a larger520

proportion of renewable energy were supplied by solar power. There are some521

exceptions to this: Norway has a very high proportion of wind capacity, but522

this appears to be the optimal configuration for this country, perhaps since523

its climate increases the potential to generate wind power. Some countries,524

such as the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia, and Switzerland, have a very525

low installed wind capacity. Hence, for these countries, even a small increase526

in wind capacity can lead to major reduction in the number of droughts.527

Figure 10 similarly shows the average magnitude of energy production528

droughts in these different energy mixes. There are some countries for529

which having only solar power makes droughts very seasonal. The result-530

ing droughts can persist for weeks and therefore have a high magnitude. For531

visualisation, the magnitude has been truncated at 10 in Figure 10. This532

does not have influence on the majority of values, or the general conclusions533

drawn from the plot. The results are qualitatively similar to Figure 9. In534

particular, the magnitude of energy droughts can often be decreased by using535

a more balanced mix of renewable energy sources.536

4.2.4. Storing renewable energy537

Policymakers may also want to assess the benefits afforded by energy538

storage systems. We now examine the effect of storage on the standardised539

residual load index and the corresponding energy supply droughts. For the540

nationwide data we consider here, the renewable energy production from wind541

and solar is almost always lower than the energy load. This renders energy542

storage systems less effective, since there is rarely a surplus of renewable543
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Figure 9: Proportion of days in an energy production drought for each country, as a
function of the proportion of total installed capacity that is supplied by wind. A cross
displays this proportion for the 2017 installed capacities.

Figure 10: Average magnitude of energy production droughts for each country, as a func-
tion of the proportion of total installed capacity that is supplied by wind. A cross displays
this proportion for the 2017 installed capacities. The colour bar has been truncated at 10
for visualisation.
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(a) One day (b) Seven days

Figure 11: Difference in SRLI when renewable energy can and cannot be stored. Results
are shown for Denmark in 2019, when energy can be stored for (a) one day, and (b) seven
days.

energy that can be stored. In this case, it is more beneficial to increase the544

installed capacity, rather than spending resources on energy storage systems.545

However, to illustrate how the benefits of storage systems could be anal-546

ysed using standardised energy indices, we restrict attention to Denmark,547

where there is a surplus of renewable energy on 16% of days. As in the548

previous section, we use the 2017 energy mix configuration to define the549

standardised indices. We then calculate the renewable energy production550

and residual load when different storage systems are available, and compute551

the corresponding SRLI. If the renewable energy production exceeds the en-552

ergy demand, then this surplus is stored and used to reduce the residual load553

on the following day(s). We consider storage systems capable of storing en-554

ergy for various lengths of time. We assume that both wind and solar energy555

can be stored with perfect efficiency, in the sense that no energy is lost, and556

that there is no upper bound to how much energy can be stored. This latter557

assumption is not unrealistic in our study, since the surpluses are relatively558

rare.559

Figure 11 displays the difference in SRLI for Denmark in 2019, with560

and without storage capabilities. Results are shown for one-day and one-561

week storage systems. By storing renewable energy, the residual load never562

increases, meaning the SRLI either remains the same or decreases. With a563
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one-day storage system, the reductions in SRLI are very small. These are564

much larger for a storage system with seven days of storage, though the565

number of energy droughts prevented from storage is still low. Nonetheless,566

even in this example where the renewable energy production is low compared567

to the energy demand, simple short-term storage systems do prevent energy568

droughts from occurring.569

Similar results are obtained for longer storage systems, which can store570

energy for up to three months; since energy is stored relatively rarely, this571

stored energy is generally used up on intermediate days when the residual572

load is positive but not extreme. The amount stored is also typically small573

relative to the residual load itself. Increasing the length of the storage system574

therefore has little effect on the SRLI and the occurrence of energy droughts.575

While this is in contrast to previous studies on storage systems in renew-576

able energy systems, these studies consider more localised data, for which577

the renewable energy contribution is not low compared to the overall energy578

demand. In our study, storage systems are not particularly beneficial, since579

there is rarely left over energy to be stored. In this case, it is more benefi-580

cial to increased installed capacities. This could easily be verified using the581

standardised indices, but is not done so here for concision.582

5. Discussion583

This paper has introduced standardised indices that can be used to mon-584

itor and analyse energy droughts. Two indices are defined: the standardised585

renewable energy production index (SREPI), and the standardised residual586

load index (SRLI). The indices have been constructed analogously to the SPI587

and SPEI, two well-known standardised indices used to assess meteorological588

droughts. The SREPI is a standardised measure of the renewable energy589

production, and therefore constitutes an energy-based analogue of the SPI.590

The SRLI, on the other hand, additionally accounts for the current energy591

demand, analogously to how the SPEI incorporates evapotranspiration.592

Low values of the SREPI and high values of the SRLI are synonymous593

with potential shortages in the renewable energy system. Raynaud et al.594

(2018) recently noted the similarity between meteorological droughts and595

energy shortages, leading them to introduce the concept of an energy drought.596

As renewable energy sources become responsible for a larger proportion of597

international energy production, the risks associated with such shortages598

increase, and more effort should therefore be devoted to the monitoring of599
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energy droughts. The SPI and SPEI are commonly used within operational600

meteorological drought monitoring systems, and the SRLI and SREPI could601

similarly be implemented within energy drought monitoring systems.602

We demonstrate here how the SREPI and SRLI could be used to define603

energy droughts. Since the indices are on a standardised scale, the corre-604

sponding droughts can be defined using relevant ranges of the index values,605

where the ranges have clear probabilistic interpretations. Moreover, these606

indices can be applied to energy variables separately at different locations,607

facilitating a straightforward comparison between the indices in different re-608

gions, regardless of their climates and installed capacities.609

These indices provide an informative comparative tool that can assist610

policymakers on decisions related to the design of renewable energy systems,611

and the storage, sharing, and diversification of renewable energy. Section 4612

illustrates how these standardised indices could be applied in practice. They613

are applied to reconstructed time series of electricity demand and renewable614

energy production for several European countries. While national data is615

used here, the indices could also be applied to data on a finer spatial reso-616

lution. Moreover, the data we consider here only utilises energy production617

from wind and solar. Although these are typically the two most influential618

sources of renewable energy, future studies could additionally consider other619

sources, such as hydropower, which is a major source of renewable energy in620

countries such as Switzerland (Otero et al., 2023).621

We find that mixing renewable energy sources increases the robustness622

of an energy system to energy droughts, reinforcing the conclusions drawn623

in several previous studies (e.g. Raynaud et al., 2018; Jurasz et al., 2021;624

Gangopadhyay et al., 2022). However, this is not always the case: there are625

some countries for which the potential to generate large amounts of wind626

power outweighs the benefits afforded by having a more predictable energy627

supply. We additionally investigate the effects of storage on the occurrence628

of energy supply droughts. However, since it is rare that energy production629

exceeds energy demand, the effectiveness of these storage systems is limited630

for the case study presented herein. Nonetheless, the framework we imple-631

ment using standardised indices could readily be adopted to study this in632

other data sets. The effects of oversizing renewable energy plants is also not633

considered here, but could be analysed analogously.634

We have focused here on renewable energy production and the resulting635

residual load, which we argue are particularly important to monitor due to636

their dependence on the prevailing weather conditions. However, the ap-637
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proach used to construct these standardised indices could readily be applied638

to other variables. For example, a standardised energy demand index could639

analogously be defined by replacing the production or residual load time se-640

ries in Equations 1 and 2 with a time series of previously observed energy641

demand values. Separate indices could also be derived for different sources of642

renewable energy, such as solar and wind. This would allow a more targeted643

analysis when the production of wind or solar energy is low, rather than the644

overall production. Similarly, these indices could be used to define and study645

individual production droughts, such as wind droughts, solar droughts, or646

hydropower droughts.647

For countries that have small installed capacities, the residual load will648

generally be dominated by the energy demand, making energy supply droughts649

less relevant for policymaking. As an alternative, one could consider the ratio650

of renewable energy production to load, rather than the difference between651

them. This quantifies the proportion of energy demand that can be supplied652

by renewable sources, and should be more sensitive to production than the653

residual load. We do not consider this variable here, though standardised654

indices and energy droughts can readily be introduced for this variable using655

the framework discussed herein.656

In converting the distributions of energy production and demand to stan-657

dardised scales, such indices could also be used to monitor instances where658

there is a surplus of renewable energy generated, caused by high production659

and reduced demand. For example, low pressure weather systems are typ-660

ically associated with strong winds but milder temperatures, leading to a661

large wind power production relative to the energy demand. Although these662

surpluses are less impactful than energy droughts, they could additionally663

be useful when designing renewable energy storage systems. The amount664

of energy stored for future use could additionally be incorporated into the665

standardised indices introduced here, in order to fully capture the renewable666

energy system as it evolves.667

While the energy indices proposed herein have been used to monitor past668

time series of energy supply and demand, future studies could also investigate669

how these indices will change as a result of climate change. For example, as670

temperatures increase, the energy demand in summer will likely also increase,671

resulting in larger residual load indices. This would then allow us to assess672

the risks and impacts associated with energy droughts (defined in terms673

of today’s climate) as the climate changes. This, in turn, would help to674

understand what installed capacities, energy mixes, and more generally what675
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policies, are required to mitigate these impacts in the future.676
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Appendix A. Parametric distributions690

In Section 2, we introduce the SREPI and SRLI using the empirical dis-
tribution function based on a time series of past observations. This is in
contrast to the SPI, SPEI, and most other standardised indices, which typi-
cally assume the variable of interest follows some parametric distribution. In
particular, the index corresponding to some value xt is

Φ−1(F (xt)),

where F is the cumulative distribution function of the assumed parametric691

distribution, typically estimated from a time series of observations x1, . . . , xn.692

When defining the SREPI and SRLI, we replace F with an empirical estimate693

of the distribution function defined by these observations.694

While we argue that the empirical distribution function is more appro-695

priate if there are sufficiently many observations (which will often be the696

case if the timescale of the variable of interest is relatively small), this ap-697

pendix compares possible parametric distributions that could be employed698

to construct the indices.699
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For each country, several parametric distributions are fit to the time se-700

ries of renewable energy production and residual load values, separately for701

hourly, daily, and weekly timescales. The following distributions were com-702

pared: the normal, truncated normal, log-normal, logistic, truncated logistic,703

log-logistic, exponential, gamma, and Weibull distributions. The truncated704

normal and truncated logistic distributions were truncated below at zero,705

so that zero probability density was assigned to negative values. In each706

case, the distribution with the lowest Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)707

was selected, and the resulting choices are displayed in Table A.2.708

Clearly, there is a lot of variation in the optimal distribution to use709

when modelling the data, and the results change not only depending on710

the distribution, but also on the timescale of interest. In each case, the711

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was then applied to the estimated distributions, to712

assess whether the data can reasonably be assumed to have been drawn from713

this distribution. Table A.2 illustrates that at hourly and daily timescales,714

when the sample of observations is very large, the null hypothesis of equality715

in distribution is almost always rejected, suggesting the parametric distri-716

butions do not fit the data. While the distributions are often adequate for717

weekly accumulated renewable energy production values, they are generally718

not capable of accurately modelling the weekly residual loads. The reason719

for this is that the residual load is heavily influenced by the energy demand,720

which generally exhibits strong seasonal behaviour. This often results in721

multi-modal distributions (as illustrated in Figure 3, for example), which are722

difficult to capture using conventional parametric families of distributions.723

Results may be different if seasons were to be considered separately,724

though this also highlights the deficiency in using parametric distributions -725

the choice of distribution will change depending on several factors, and this726

should be accounted for when computing the index in different scenarios.727

The empirical distribution, however, provided enough data is available, is728

flexible enough to account for these features, regardless of what data is used.729

Appendix B. Installed capacities730

Figure B.12 displays the installed wind and solar capacities for each Euro-731

pean country considered in Section 4. As discussed, the capacities correspond732

to those from 2017. The sensitivity of the energy demand, wind production,733

and solar production is displayed in Figure B.13 for Germany, Norway, and734

Spain.735
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Figure B.12: Installed 2017 wind and solar capacities at each European country under
consideration.

(a) Energy demand (b) Wind production (c) Solar production

Figure B.13: Annual mean demand, wind production, and solar production for Germany,
Norway, and Spain. Note the different scale for demand and production.
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Renewable Energy Production Residual Load

Country Hourly Daily Weekly Hourly Daily Weekly

Austria Aus Weibull Log Norm Gamma Normal Log Norm Log Norm

Belgium Bel Tr. Norm Weibull Gamma Gamma Log Norm Log Norm

Bulgaria Bul Tr. Norm Gamma Tr. Norm Log Norm Log Norm Log Norm

Czechia CR Weibull Weibull Weibull Log Norm Log Norm Log Norm

Croatia Cro Log Norm Log Norm Gamma Weibull Log Norm Log Norm

Denmark Den Tr. Norm Weibull Weibull Tr. Norm Tr. Logit Tr. Logit

Finland Fin Tr. Norm Weibull Weibull Log Norm Log Norm Log Norm

France Fra Weibull Log Norm Log Norm Log Norm Log Norm Log Norm

Germany Ger Weibull Gamma Gamma Normal Weibull Logistic

Greece Gre Weibull Weibull Weibull Log Norm Log Norm Log Norm

Hungary Hun Tr. Norm Log Norm Gamma Weibull Log Norm Log Norm

Ireland Ire Tr. Norm Weibull Weibull Tr. Norm Weibull Norm

Italy Ita Tr. Norm Gamma Gamma Weibull Log Logit Log Logit

Latvia Lat Gamma Tr. Norm Weibull Weibull Log Norm Log Norm

Lithuania Lit Tr. Norm Tr. Norm Gamma Weibull Log Norm Log Norm

Luxembourg Lux Gamma Weibull Gamma Weibull Log Norm Log Norm

Netherlands Net Tr. Norm Weibull Gamma Weibull Normal Log Norm

Norway Nor Weibull Weibull Gamma Gamma Gamma Gamma

Poland Pol Tr. Norm Weibull Gamma Weibull Log Norm Log Logit

Portugal Por Gamma Gamma Gamma Tr. Logit Weibull Weibull

Romania Rom Gamma Log Norm Log Norm Normal Log Norm Log Norm

Spain Spa Gamma Log Norm Log Norm Weibull Weibull Weibull

Slovakia Sva Gamma Weibull Weibull Gamma Log Norm Log Norm

Slovenia Sve Tr. Norm Weibull Weibull Normal Log Norm Log Norm

Sweden Swe Weibull Weibull Gamma Gamma Log Norm Log Norm

Switzerland Swi Log Norm Weibull Weibull Log Norm Log Norm Log Norm

United Kingdom UK Weibull Gamma Gamma Weibull Log Norm Log Norm

Table A.2: Parametric distributions that resulted in the lowest AIC when fit to hourly,
daily, and weekly time series of the renewable energy production and residual load at each
country. Bold values represent instances where the null hypothesis of the Kolgomorov-
Smirnov test for equality in distribution was not rejected.
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